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There is no way around hydrogen / chemical energy carriers,
for a secure renewable energy supply
The three central challenges for a 100% renewable energy supply ...
... develop sufficient sources ...

... transport energy ...

... and save seasonally!
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Final energy demand to be met by
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The demand for renewable energy
sources will increase massively - with
the challenge of finding sufficient and
acceptable production regions in
Europe.
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Average monthly gas consumption
in 8 analysed countries

Vision 2050
Effective energy transport and
-distribution are the key to a secure
renewable energy supply.

Supply-dependent renewable energy
sources and fluctuating energy demand
(e.g. for heat) require large seasonal
energy storage facilities.

Source: Frontier 2019: "The Value of Gas Infrastructure in a climate neutral Europe
http://www.frontier-economics.com/media/3113/value-of-gas-infrastructure-report.pdf
*) Scenario "100% renewables" is based on the assumption of a 40% reduction in final energy consumption and
constant water and biomass potential
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Storage: Alternatives to hydrogen/PtX not foreseeable for storing large
amounts of electricity directly over a long period of time ...
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Source: Sterner et al., Energy Storage (2014)
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... and on a linear scale
the whole challenge!
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Source: Illustration adapted from Sterner et al., Energy Storage (2014)
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Sources: Hydrogen is a versatile energy carrier ...
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Source: Own presentation (CCS = Carbon Capture and Storage, EE = Renewable Energies, NPP = Nuclear Energy)
Source direct CO2 intensity: IEA 2019 "The Future of Hydrogen", conversion based on calorific value 33.33kWh/kgH2
*) Global electricity mix 491g CO2/kWhel
**) Life Cycle Analysis
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Background: Without life cycle analysis
meaningful technology comparisons not possible!
Hydrogen supply chains contain numerous infrastructure elements ...
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Therefore, meaningful
technology
comparisons require a
life cycle analysis!
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... whose CO2 emissions
during construction and
operation must also be
part of the consideration!
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* converter stations & transformers Source: Own presentation based on current work for the Fuel Study FVV (work in progress)
**including import and export terminals
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Volume: The world market for H2 is quite significant,
but future quantities require multiplication!
Fossil H2 production dominates worldwide ...

... and the material use!
2030
= 2300 TWh

2050

= 1600 TWh
Energy recovery for Germany
alone would require considerable
additional quantities (here: 1200
TWh/a)* ...
frontier economics

... but "only"
90-110 TWh
by 2030**

Source: Own adapted representation based on IEA 2019 "The Future of Hydrogen" Figure 6
*) Assumption Germany on the basis of Frontier 2018: "The value of gas infrastructure for the energy turnaround in Germany".
http://www.frontier-economics.com/de/de/news-und-veroeffentlichungen/veroeffentlichungen/article-i4363
**) Source: Hydrogen Strategy Germany (of which 14 TWh by 5GW electrolysis)
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But worldwide numerous potential exporters for PtX available!
Screening of possible exporting countries
(costs/potential/framework conditions)
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Norway

➢ PtX could readily become a
serious topic if facilitated
appropriately
➢ Provide order of PtX
magnitudes demanded in
mature market
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➢ Potential to lead technology
development; may depend Morocco
on solid political facilitation
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➢ Strong motivation for PtX
export technology; may
require political facilitation
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Quelle: Frontier 2018 "International Aspects of a Power-to-X Roadmap"
http://www.frontier-economics.com/media/2642/frontier-int-ptx-roadmap-stc-12-10-18-final-report.pdf
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Costs: Analyses suggest intense competition between different
production routes in Europe ...
IEA estimate for Europe: hydrogen production costs for different technology options 2030
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equivalent to
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... with a considerable long-term premium over fossil fuels.
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Source: Own presentation based on IEA 2019 "The Future of Hydrogen", Figure 16
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A uniform world market price level is emerging, but it is fed by different
sources in different regions.
USD/kgH2

Countries with
good renewable
potentials

Countries with
favourable gas
potential

EUR/MWh

Globally, costs
differ mainly
due to the
availability of
resources ...

Import costs for hydrogen
for selected routes
(without local distribution)

... but with
quite uniform
import costs!

Source:
Agora / Frontier Economics
* IEA 2019 (ammonia)
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Source above: Own presentation based on IEA 2019 "The Future of Hydrogen", Figure 19
Source below: Own representation
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Conclusion: We need a market for "colourful" hydrogen
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There is no way around hydrogen and
chemical energy carriers!
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There is a multitude of production routes
The CO2 advantages/disadvantages of the
various routes must be weighed up in a life
cycle analysis!
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The magnitude of potential demand requires
the use of many / all production channels
Cost structures speak for international
competition

We need a regulatory framework that ensures fair competition for all
production routes made possible - a successful hydrogen market will be "colourful"!
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Thanks a lot!

Dr. David Bothe
+49 221 337 13 106
+49 176 641 00 11 3
david.bothe@frontier-economics.com
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